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GENEHAL HANDLING-QUALITIES RESULTS OBTAINED DURrnG ACCEPI'ANCE 
FLIGHT TESTS OF THE BEIJ.. XS-I AL-qPLANE 
By '.falter C. Williams, Charles M. Forsyth, and Beverly P. Brown 
SUMM..I\RY 
During the acceptance tests conducted by the Bell Aircraft 
Corpora tion on the Bell XS-I transonic research airplane, NACA inst ru-
ments were installed to measure the stability and control ~harac­
teristics and the aerodynamJc loads. Tests were made in gliding 
flight and in powered flight. Two Bell XS-I airplanes were used 
duri ng the program; one airplrule had wing and tail thlclmesses of 
10 percent and 8 percent of the chord, respectively, and the other 
airpl.'311e had wIng and tai l th:l.clmesses of 8 percent and 6 percent of 
the chord, respectively. The results for the stability and cont rol 
measurement s are presented in .thi s paper. 
In general, the handling qualities of the Bell XS-I airpl,~e are 
sat isfactory in the flight range from minimum speed to a Mach number 
of about 0.8, and the airplane should be satisfactory for use as a 
research vehicle. The longitudinal stability was positive but low 
for a ll conditions tested. The directional stability was except ionally 
high, and the lateral stability was positive throughout the speed rrulge 
tested. Aileron control was adequate. The stalling characteristics 
were considered satisfactory with stall warning in t he form of 
buffeting. The large amount of friction in the control system, coupled 
with low control-operating forces, made exact control of the airplane 
difficult. 
There was no appreciable difference in the handling qualities of 
the Bell XS-l with the 10-percent-thick wing and with the 8-percent-
thi ck wing in the speed range tested. 
INTRODUCTmN 
During 1944, the Army and the NACA began a cooperative program 
for the development and the procurement of a series of airplanes for 
flight research in the transonic and supersonic speed range. ThIs 
program was undertaken :l.n anticipation of the increase in importance 
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of flight research in the transonic speed range where the aerodynamic 
characteristics of airplanes were known to show large and sudden 
changes and where wind tunnels would require long and painstaking 
development to provide dependable data. 
As the first phase of this long-range high-epeed flight research 
program, the Army Air Forces procured from the Bell Aircraft 
Corporation the IS-I, a straight-wing rocket-powered airplane. 
During the design of this airplane, extensive tests were run in NACA 
wind tunnels. When the airplane reached the flight-test stage, NACA 
recording instruments, which provided data on flights made during the 
Bell acceptance tests, were installed. 
The first flight tests for the Bell IS-I were a series of ten 
glide flights made at Pinecastle Army Air Field, Fla., in early 1946. 
During these flights, which were made for the purpose of flight-
checking the technique of launching the Bell XS-l from a B-29 and in 
order to obtain preliminary handling characteristiCS, the rocket m::>tor-
fuel tanks and accessories were not installed. NACA instrumentation 
for the measurement of stability and control characteristics was 
installed. The remaining demonstration flights were made at Muroc 
Army Air Base, Calif., from October 1946 to June 1947. During these 
flights, the rocket engine was installed. For these acceptance 
flights, the Bell Aircraft Corporation had to demonstrate that the 
airplane had satisfactory stability and control characteristics up 
to a Mach number of 0.8 and also bad to demonstrate flight loads 
of 8g at an indicated airspeed' not exceeding 500 miles per hour, and 
flight loads of 8g at the minimum speed at which this loading could 
be attained. Six glide flights and twenty powered flights were made 
during these tests. NACA instruments to measure stability and control 
characteristics and aerodynamic loads were installed for all flights. 
Two Bell IS-I airplanes were used in these tests; one had a wing and 
tail thickness of 10 percent and 8 percent of the chord, respectively, 
and the other had a wing and tail thickness of 8 percent an~ 6 percent 
of the chord, respectively. Most of the flights were made with the 
airplane with the thicker surfaces, but Some data were obtained for 
the airplane with the thinner surfaces. 
The present paper summarizes the results of the stability and 
control tests made during the Bell conducted acceptance tests on the 
Bell XS-l. The results of the aerodynamic-loads measurements are 
presented in reference 1. 
SYMBOLS 
Vi indicated airspeed, miles per hour 
V true airspeed, feet per second 






acceleration of gravity, feet per second per second 
rolling velocity, radians per second 
wing span, feet 
partial derivative of yawing-moment coefficient with respect 
to angle of yaw 
airplane density factor (~b) 
m mass of airplane, slugs 
p mass dansity of air, slugs per cubic foot 
S wing area, s~uare feet 
T 
normal-force coefficient 
airplane weight, pounds 
static pressure, poun~s per s~uare foot 
(dCh!dCh\ 
elevator effectiveness \~ d~) 
AIRPLANE 
3 
The Bell XS-l airplane is a single-place, midwlng monoplane 
powered by a four-cylinder, li~uid-fuel rocket engine, built specifi-
cally for flight research tn the transonic speed range. The physical 
characteristics of the airplane as tested are listed in table I. A 
three-view drawIng of the airplane is presented in figure 1 and 
photographs of the airplane are presented as figure 2. The variation 
of control-eurface position with wheel and pedal movement is presented 
in figure 3. Figure 4 presents no-load measurements of the control-
system friction made by measuring the control position and control 
force as the control was slowly deflected. The large amounts of 
friction tn the rudder and aileron control systems should be 
especially noted. 
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INSTRUMENTATION 
The NACA instrumentation installed in the Bell XS-l airplane to 
measure the necessary quantities pertinent in determining the handling 
characteristics of the airplane consisted of standard NACA intern~l 
recording instruments synchront~ed by means of a timer, a 16-mdllimeter 
gun camara to photograph the pilot's instrument panel, a six-channel 
NACA radio telemeter, and an 'SCR 584 radar unit. 




Acceleration about three axes (normal, longitudinal, and 
transverse) 
Rolling or pitching velocity 
Sideslip angle 
Control positions (elevator, stabilizer, rudder, and right 
aileron) 
Control operating forces (elevator, aileron, and rudder) 





Right aileron position 
Rudder position 
The SCR 584 radar set was modified for longer range and incorpo-
rated an M-2 optical tracking unit to reduce the hunt inherent with the 
radar when tracking is done automatically. The radar recorded airplane 
azioruth and elevation 9l1g1e and. slant range from which the Bell IS-I 
flIght path was obtained. 
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The use or both internal and remote recording of the quantities 
necessary to determine control behavior enhanced the possibilities of 
obtaining data for each flight, even in the case of an accident 
resulting in the loss of the airplane. 
The elevator deflections presented in this paper were measured 
with respect to the stabilizer. The stabilizer angles were measured 
with respect to the fuselage center line and are considered positive 
when the stabi lizer nose is up. Rudder and aileron deflections were 
measured with respect to their neutral positions. 
A preliminary calibration of the error in the static-pressure 
system was made by the radar-tracking method. The results of this 
calibration, although limited, indicated that the static-pressure 
error was small and 80, consequently, was neglected. 
TESTS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION 
5 
Since only a limited number of flights were made during the 
acceptance tests, a complete evaluation of the handling characteristics 
of the airplane was not obtained. It is felt, however, that sufficient 
information has been obtained to determine whether the airplane 
possesses satisfactory handling qualities for the speed range tested 
under normal operating conditions and to serve as a guide for future 
research flying at higher speeds. 
The Bell XS-l airplane is carried aloft in the modified bomb bay 
of a B-29 airplane and. launched at a.l ti tude. The launching charac-
teristics of the Bell XS-l are entirely satisfactory when the XS-l is 
dropped from the B-29 at about -O.3g normal acce.leration. The XS-l 
is launched from the B-29 at an indicated airspeed of 260 miles per 
hour so that launching is accomplished well above the stalling speed 
of the XS-l, which is over 200 mUes per hour when the XS-l is fully 
serviced. 
Control-force and position measurements obtained while various 
combinations of the four rocket chambers are either ignited or cut 
off indicate that trim changes due to power are small. -In view of 
the large changes in wing loading with the rocket engine operating 
and difficulties experienced in determining airplane weight in flight, 
most of the results presented herein are for the fuel-empty condition. 
The wing loadings and center-of-gravlty locations for power-on flight 
are therefore only approximations. 
Longitudinal Stability and Control 
The dynamic longitudinal stability of the Bell XS-I was investi-
gat~·i in maneuvers made by abruptly deflecting and releasing the 
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elevator control. Results of these tests are presented in figure 5 . 
This figure shows that the short-period longitudinal oscillation is 
completely damped. 
The static longitu~inalstability was obtained from measurements 
of the elevator positions and forces required to trim at various 
speeds. Figures 6 to 9 present the results of these measurements. 
In figure 6 the elevator position and force required for trim a.s a 
function of indicated airspeed is plotted for steady gliding flight 
at various wing loadings and stabilizer positions for the airplane 
with the 10-percent-thlck wing. Examination of the data shows that 
both the stick-fixed and stick-free static longitudinal stability are 
positive but low. The relatively high friction in the elevator 
control (±3 lb) combined with the small size of the elevator and low 
stick-free stability has the effect of masking the measured control 
forces. The elevator-position variation with indicated airspeed of 
figUre 6 is replotted in figure 7 as the variation of elevator 
posi tion for trim with normal-force coefficient. The elevator 
positions have been corrected to zero stabilizer angle by using a 
va lue of T, the elevator effectiveness, of 0.42 obtained from flight 
data. A marked increase in the stick-fixed static stability is 
noticed as maximum lift is approached. These results are in general 
agreement with wind-tunnel results. 
The variation of elevator position with indicated airspeed and 
Mach number for steady powe~n flight is presented in figure 8. The 
cente~f-gravi ty location for these results was at about 22 .6 percent 
mean aerodynamic chord as compared with the center-of-gravity location 
of about 25 percent mean aerodynamic chord for the results of fig-
ures 6 and 7. The speed range covered was from an indicated airspeed 
of 284 miles per hour to 406 miles per hour and for a Mach number 
range from 0. 53 to 0.75. The results as seen from this figure indicate 
that power has little effect on the longitudinal stabilt"ty of the 
Bell XS-l up to the highest speeds tested. Also, no undesirable 
longitudinal-trim changes are indicated. 
The results of tests with the 8-percent-thick wing (fig. 9) in 
steady gliding flight, although limited, bear out the positive but 
low static longitudinal stability evidenced by the results for the 
airplane incorporating the lO-percent-thick wing. No appreciable 
differences in the static longitudinal stability of the Bell XS-l air-
plane with ei t her the 10-percent-thick or the 8-percent-thick wing 
are evidenced from these results (figs. 6 and 9). 
The elevator force and deflection required to produce a unit 
change in normal acceleration and the elevat or deflection required to 
produce a unit chrulge in normal-force coefficient in turns are used 
to determine t he l ongitudinal stability of the Bell XS-l airplane in 
accelerated flight. These data were obtained i n t urns with steadily 
increasing normal a.cceleration at an essent i a lly constant airspeed and 
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altitude so that complete data for a given Mach number would be 
obtained in one run. Time histories of two turns are presented in 
figures 10 and 11. In one turn (fig. 10) the record switch was 
turned on after the turn was started, but the turn was fairly steady 
considering the friction in the control system. In the other turn 
(fig. 11) the elevator was IWved in an unsteady manner and the rate 
of increase of acceleration with time was too high at the beginning 
of the turn. Since several of the turns were made in this manner, 
the slopes of the curves of elevator deflection against normal-force 
coefficient and the elevator force per g should be compared only in 
a general way for large changes in acceleration or lift coefficient 
for turns at different Mach numbers. Figures 12 thro\18h 16 present 
the stick-fixed and stick-free accelerated-flight longitudinal-
stabili ty results obtained from the turns. The Mach number range 
covered is from 0.48 to 0.75. The elevator-position variation with 
normal acceleration and normal-force coefficient and the force 
per g gradients indicate a decrease in stability for turns (figs. 13 
to 16) made at Mach numbers from 0.65 to 0.72. At the highest Mach 
number tested (M = 0.75) an increase in longitudinal stability is 
indicated (figs. 14 and 16). 
The elevator control in landing was sufficiently powerful to 
effect landings near minimum speed with the stabilizer set near 
neutral in the center-of-gravity range tested. Time histories of 
landings are given in figures 17, 18, and 19. It should be noted 
that in figure 19 where the highest lift coefficient was reached, 
nearly full-up elevator was used. 
Lateral and Directional Stability and Control 
The only measure of aileron effectiveness obtained during the 
Bell conducted acceptance flights was obtained from a few rudder-
fixed aileron rolls at indicated airspeeds of 153 miles per hour, 
260 miles per hour, and 315 miles per hour. The results are plotted 
in figure 20 as the variation of helix angle pb/2V with right 
aileron deflection. EXamination of this figure shows that although 
the maximum value of pb/2V with full aileron deflection as obtained 
in the rolls at an indicated airspeed of 260 miles per hour is below 
the minimum acceptable of 0.07 radian, the rate of change of pb/2V 
with aileron deflection compares fairly well with that of present-
day fighters. The aileron control is considered satisfactory, 
however, because even though the maximum pb/2V obtainable with th6 
Bell IS-I is low, the rolling velocities are fairly high because of 
the short wing span. No satisfactory measurements of the aileron 
control forces were obtained because the high aileron friction (see 
fig. 4) masked the aileron forces. An indication of the effect of 
the aileron friction in the handling characteristics of the Bell 
XS-l airplane is given in figure 21, which is a sample time history 
from a steady-flight record. The pilot is continually applying 
aileron force; the ailerons, however, are not moving. 
7 
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The static directional stability of the Bell IS-l was measured 
in continuous sideslips made by slowly deflecting the rudder and by 
using aileron and elevator control to maintain straight flight at 
constant speed. The results of these tests are presented in fig-
ures 22 to 24 where rudder, aileron, and elevator position and angle 
of bank are shown as functions of sideslip angle. No control-force 
measurements were made during these tests. The directional stabil1 ty 
as indicated by the variation of rudder position with sideslip angle 
is very high. Values of C
nt calculated from these data show very 
close agreement wi th the wind-tunnel measured value of C~ = 0.0034. 
This value of Cn indicates directional stability about three times 
.. 
as grea t as that measured on fighters which were considered to have 
good directional s t ability. The lateral stability (dihedral effect) 
is positive for all condItions tested as indicated by the variation 
of aileron position with sideslip angle. The pitching moment due to 
sideslip was small under all conditions tested as shown by the 
variation of elevator angle with sideslip angle. The cross-wind 
force was positive; that is, right bank accompanied right sideslip . 
The sideslip due to the use of ailerons was small even at low 
speeds due to the high directional stability and relatively low 
values of helix angle pb/2V. Time histories of aileron rolls made 
with rudder fixed are shown in figure 25. The rudder control was 
sufficiently powerful to overcome the sideslip due to the use of 
ailerons as indicated in figure 26, which present s time histories 
of abrupt aileron rolle in which the pilot overcontrolled and used 
more rudder than necessary to overcome the sideslip due to ailerons. 
During the course of the acceptance flight tests, inadvertent 
lateral oscillations were encountered at fairly high Mach numbers 
which were induced by small control movements. These oscillations 
were poorly damped. A time history of an oscillation encountered in 
straight flight is presented in figure 27. An oscillation which 
occurred during a turn entry is shown in figure 28. A lateral 
oscillation following abrupt release of the rudder from a yawed 
condition is shown in figure 29. It should be noted that t he 
oscillation continues at small amplitude although the initial damping 
of the disturbance is satisfactory . 
Previous ana~sis of the lateral-atability boundaries for the 
Bell IS-I indicated that, with the high directional stability, the 
airplane was in the region of spiral divergence and well removed from 
t he boundary of unstable lateral oscillations. These poorly damped 
oscillations were, therefore, difficult to explain. It was thought 
t hat possibly fuel sloshing might be responsible for the poor damping 
of these oscillations since large ~uantities of fuel are carried in 
spherical tanks. In order to investigate the possibility of the fuel 
affecting the damping of the lateral oscillation, a series of 
J 
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pilot-induced oscillations were made with various amounts of fuel 
aboard. The altitude for the maneuvers was varied so that the airplane 
densi ty factor and Mach number were essentially constant. The pilot 
attempted to deflect the rudder abruptly and then to return the rudder 
to neutral and hold it there. The results of these tests are presented 
as time histories of the rudder kicks in figure 30. As can be seen in 
this figure, the pilot did not hold the rudder or ailerons steady after 
initially deflecting the rudder. It is difficult to draw any definite 
conclusions concerning the effects of fuel on the damping of the 
lateral oscillations because of these control motions. There is no 
evidence, however, that the presence of fuel aboard had any effect on 
the damping of the lateral oscillations. 
Stalling Characteristics 
The stalling characteristics of the Bell XS-l were investigated 
in unaccelerated flight and in accelerated flight. Time histories of 
stalls made with flaps and gear up are presented in figures 31 and 32 
for the Bell XS-l with the 10-percent-thick wing. In the stall 
presented in figure 31, the pilot discontinued the stall approach at 
the first roll-<>ff. The pilot reported that the roll-<>ff was 
preceded by buffeting. In the stall presented in figure 32, the 
pilot continued the stall approach after the initial roll. An 
oscillation in roll developed which the pilot controlled up to the 
stall which was evidenced by the airplane pitching downward. It 
should be noted that full-up ,elevator was used at the stall. For this 
time history, it was assumed that the airplane was at Ig up to the 
time of minimum ,speed, in calculating values of normal-force 
coefficient. A time history of a stall made with the Bell IS-l with 
the 8-percent-thick wing, flaps and gear up, is presented in figure 33. 
The stalling characteristics with the 8-percent-thick wing are similar 
to the characteristics n:easured with the lO-percent-thick wing. Ti~ 
hi stories of stalls made with flaps and gear down are presented in 
figures 34 and 35 for the 10-percent-thick and 8-percent-thick wings, 
respectively. The stalling characteristics with flaps and gear down 
are similar to the characteristics with flaps and gear up. The pilot 
reported stall warning in the form of buffeting in all cases, and the 
rolling motions during the stall were never violent. The stalling 
characteristics in 1 g flight, as measured during the flight tests, 
are in general agreement with the stalling characteristics predi cted 
from the wind-tunnel tests. 
The stalling cbaracteristics in accelerated flight wer'e considered 
satisfactory. There was stall warning in the form of buffeting, and 
there were no violent motions of the airplane as the stall was 
approached. A time history of a stalled turn is presented in figure 36. 
Time histories of abrupt pull-ups to the stall are presented in 
f i gures 37 and 38. It should be noted in figure 37 that a rolli ng 
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oscillation accompanies the stall, but the airplane did not roll 
completely over when the ailerons were not used. In figure 38, aileron 
control was applied at the stall and a snap roll resulted. 
CONCLUSIONS 
General handling-qualities results obtained during the acceptance 
tests conducted by the :Bell Aircraft Corpora.tion on the XS-l airplane 
showed the following: 
1. In general, the handling qualities of the :Bell XS-l airplane 
were satisfactory for all normal operating conditions tested, from 
minimum speed to about a Mach number of 0.8, and the airplane should 
be satisfactory for a research vehicle. 
2. The large amounts of friction in the control system made 
precision flying of the airplane difficult, and also caused diffi-
culties in the measurement of control forces. 
3. No appreciable differences were noted between the handling 
chara.cteristics of the :Bell XS-l wi th the 10-percentrthick wing and 
with the 8-percentrthick wing. 
4. The static longitudinal stability was positive but low 
throughout the speed range tested. No abnormal trim changes due to 
Mach number effects were noted. 
5. The longitudinal stability in accelerated flight was positive 
throughout the speed range. A region of low stability was noted in 
the Mach number range from 0.65 to 0.72, but the stability is increased 
at a Mach number of 0.75. 
6. The elevator control was sufficiently powerful to effect 
landings near minimum speed with the stabilizer near neutral and the 
center of gravity at apprOXimately 25 percent mean aerodynamic chord. 
7. The maximum value of pb/2V obtainable with full aileron 
deflection was below the required minimum of 0.07 but, due to the 
short wing span, the rolling velocities were high enough that the 
control was considered satisfactory. 
8. The directional stability as measured in steady sideslips 
was very high. The sideslip due to the use of ailerons was very low, 
and the rudder power was sufficient to overcome any sideslip due to 
roll. 
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9. The lateral stability, as measured in steady sideslips, was 
positive throughout the speed range tested. 
10. Poorly damped lateral oscillations were encountered which 
cannot be accounted for by the relation of directional stability to 
lateral stability, nor can the poor damping of these oscillations 
be attributed to fuel sloshing. 
11. The stalling characteristics were satisfactory in straight 
flight and accelerated flight. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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TABLE I 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BELL IS-l AIRPLANE 
Engine: • • • Reaction M:>tors, Inc. Model 6ooOC4 
1500 lb static thrust at sea level for 





• • • • • • • • • • Diluted ethyl alcohol 
• • • • • • • • • • Liquid oxygen 
Propellant flow • • • • • • 
Fuel feed ••••• 
• Approximately 7.9 lb/sec/cYlinder 
• • • • • • High pressure nItrogen gas 
Weight for acceptance tests: 
Maximum: 
With full load and incorporating 8-percent-thick 
wing, lb 
With full load 
ving, lb 
Minimum: 







condi tion, 8-percent-thick ving, Ib ••• • 7,000 
condition, 10-percent-thick wing, Ib •••••• 6,750 
engine or accessories (Fla. tests), Ib • • • • 4,230 
Wing loading: 
Maximum (8-percent-thi ck wing vi th full fuel load), 
1 b /sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Minimum (lO-percent-thick ving vi thout engine or 
accessories, Fla. tests), lb/sq ft • 
94.4 
32.6 
Cente~f--gravi ty travel, percent M.A.C ••• MarlJlllDl 22.1 percent t'ull 
load to 25.3 percent empty 
Over-all height, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Over-all length, ft . . . .. . . . . . . . 
Wing: 
Area (including section through fuselage) sq ft 
Sp8J'l, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • 10.85 
• 30.90 
• • 130 
. . . . 28 
Airfoil section . . . . • NACA 65,-110(a = 1) and NACA 65,-108(a = 1) 
Mean aerodynamic chord, in.: ••••••• 
Location (aft of L.E. root chord), in. 
Aspect ratio • • • 
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TABLE I - Continued 
PlfYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BEIJ. XS-l AIRPLANE - Continued 
Tip chord, in. · . . . . . . . . . 
Taper ratio . . . . · . . . . . . . . • 2: 1 
Incidence, deg: 
Root •••• 
• t • . . . . . . . . . 
Tip •• . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 
Sweepback (leading edge), deg · . . . . . . · . . . . 
Dihedral (chord plane), deg 
Wing flaps (plain): 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 0 
Area, sq ft • • • • 
Span, ft ••••••••• 
Chord, root, in. 
Chord, tip, in. • • • • • 
Travel, deg • • • 
Aileron: 
· . . . . . 
· . . . . 
. . 
. . . 
Area (each aileron behind hinge 
Span, ft ••••• 
line), sq ft 
Travel J deg . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . 
Chord, percent wing chord • • • • • • • 
Root-mean-equare chord, ft • • • 
Horizontal tail: 
. . . . • • 11.6 
· . 
. . . 5.83 
•••• 14.84 · . . 
· . . • • 10.58 
• • 60 
3.15 
5.8 
. . . • • . . tl2 
· . . . . . . . 15 
• 0.565 
Area, sq ft • • . . . . . . . . 26.0 
11.4 Span, ft • • ••• 
· . 
. . . . . . . • • • 5 Aspect ratio •••••• 
Distance from airplane design c.g. to 25 percent M.A.C. 
of tail, ft • • • • • 
· . 
Stabilizer travel, deg (power actuated) . . . . . . . ,0 ~ee up and 
100 nose down 
Elevator (no aerodynamic balance): 
Area, eq ft . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 
Travel from stabilizer, deg ••••• 
Root-mean-aquare chord, ft 
Chord, percent horizontal-tail chord 
· . . . . . . . . 5.2 
• • • • 150 nose up and 
l' noee down 
• • 0.464 
· . . • • • 20 
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TABLE I - Concluded 
PH"YSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BELL XS-l AIRPLANE - Concluded 
Vertical tail: 
Area (excluding dorsal fin), sq ft ••.••• 
Total height above horizontal stabilizer, in. 
Fin: 
. . . 
Area (excluding dorsal), sq ft 
Offset from thrust axis, deg 
. . . . . 
Rudder (no aerodynamic balance): 
Area, sq ft • • • • • • 
Span, ft • • • • • 
Travel, deg • • • • 
Root--m3an-equare chord, ft 
Chord, percent vertical-tail chord 
. . . . 
. 25.6 
61.25 
. . . . . 20.4 
• • • • 0 
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Figure 1. - Three-view drawing. XS-l airplane. 
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(a) Side view. 
NACA 
(b) Front view. 
Figure 2. - XS -1 airplane. 
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Figure 3.- Variation of control-surface deflection with pilot's control 
position. XS-l airplane. 
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Figure 4.- Control forces reQuired to deflect control surfaces under no 
load on the ground. XS-I airplane. 
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Figure 5 ·- Time histories of abrupt deflection and release of elevator 
control. XS-l airplane. li = 32.5 lb/sq ft. 
S 
Figure 6.- VariatJon of elevator stick force and position re~uired for trim with indicated 
airspeed as measured in steady gliding flight at various wing loadings and stabilizer 
positions. Center-of-gravity location at approximately 25 percent M.A.C. XS-l airplane 
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Figure 7·- Variation of elevator position, corrected to zero stabilizer 
position, re~uired for trim with normal-force coefficient f or steady 
gliding flight with flaps and gear up. Center-of -gravity location 
at approximately 25 percent M.A.C.; XS-l airplane with l O-percent-
thick wing. 
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Figure 8.- Variation of elevator position with indicated airspeed and 
Mach number for trim in steady powered flight. XS-l airplane with 
lO-percent-thick wing. Center of gravity approximately 
22.6 percent M.A.C.; R = 89 lb/s~ ft. Stabilizer position 2.1°, 
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Figure 9·- Variation of elevator stick force and position with indicated airspeed for trim in steady 
gliding flight with several stabilizer settings. XS-l airplane with 8-percent-thick wing. 
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Figure 10 .- Time history of a power-on turn with slowly increasing 
normal acceleration at a Mach number of about 0 .75. XS-l airplane 
with 10-percent-thick wing. 
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Figure 11.- Time history of a power-off turn with rapidly increasing 
normal acceleration at a Mach number of about 0 .72. XS-l airplane 
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( a) Variation of elevator position 
with normal acceleration. 
Figure 12.- Resul ts obtained in turns at Mach numbers of 0 .48 
and 0 .49, XS-l airplane with 10-percent-thick wing. Gliding 
flight; center of gravity, 25·3 percent M.A.C.; li = 51.9 lb/s~ ft. 
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(b) Variation of elevator position with 
normal-force coefficient. 
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(c) Variation of elevator wheel force 



















Figure 12.- Concluded. 
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(a) Variation of elevator position 
with normal acceleration. 















Figure 13 .- Results obtained in turns at Mach numbers of 0·53,0.65, 
and 0 .69 . XS-l airplane with 10-percent-thick wing. Gliding 
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(b) Variation of elevator position 














Figure 13.- Continued. 
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(c) Variation of elevCitor wheel force 
with normal acceleration. 
Figure 13.- Concluded. 
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(a) Variation of elevator position 
with normal acceleration. 
Figure 14.- Results obtained in turns at Mach numbers of 0 .68, 0·72, 
and 0.75 with power on. XS-l airplane with 10-percent-thick wing. 
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Figure 14.- Continued. 
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(b) Variation of elevator position 
with normal-force coefficient. 
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(c) Variation of elevator wheel force 
with normal acceleration. 
Figure 14.- Concluded. 
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(a) Variation of elevator position 
with normal acceleration. 
Figure 15.- Results obtained in turns at Mach numbers of 0.67, 0.68, 
XS-l airplane with 8-percent-thick wing. Gliding flight; center 
of gravity, 25 percent M.A.C.; li = 53. 8 lb/s<l ft. 
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(b) Variation of elevator deflection 
with normal-force coefficient. 
Figure 15.- Continued. 
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Variation of elevator wheel force 
with normal acceleration. 
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(a) Variation of elevator position 
with normal acceleration. 
Figure 16.- Results obtained in turns made at Mach numbers of 0·72 
and 0.74. XS-l airplane with 8-percent -thick wing. Gliding 
fiight; center of gravity, 25 percent M.A.C.; ~ = 53.8 lb/sq ft. 
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(c) Variation of elevator wheel force 
with normal accel eration. 
F igure 16 .- Concl uded. 
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Figure 17.- Time history of a landing, XS-l airplane with 8-percent-
t hick wing. Center of gravity, 25 percent M.A.C. li = 53 .8 lb/s<l ft. 
S 
Stabilizer angle, 1.75°. 
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Figure 18 .- Time h istory of a landing, XS-l airplane with l O-percent -
thick wing. Center of gravity, 25.3 percent M.A.C. 
li = 51.9 lb/SCl ft. Stabilizer setting, 0 .60 • 
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Figure 19. - Time history of a landing, XS-l airplane with 
lO-percent-thick wing. Center of gravity, 25 percent M.A.C. 
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Figure 20.- Variation of helix angle pb/2V with change in right 
aileron deflection as measured in clean condition, rudder-fixed 
aileron rolls. XS-l lO-percent-thick-wing airplane. 
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Figure 21.- Typical time history showing aileron force and position during steady flight. 
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(a) Vi = 130 mph . 
Figure 22.- Steady sideslip characteristics, XS-l airplane with 
10-percent-thick wing. Gliding flight; flaps and gear down. 
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Figure 22. - Continued. 
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Figure 23.- Continued. 
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(c) Power on; Vi 400 mph; M = 0.72. 
Figure 23.- Concluded. 
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Figure 24.- Steady sideslip characteristics, XS-l airplane with 
8-percent-thick wing. Power on; flaps and ~ar up; Vi = 295 mph; 
M = 0.77· 
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rudder held fixed. XS-l airplane. 
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Figure 26 .- Time histories of ai l eron rolls at 150 mph in which the 
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due to ailerons . XS-l airplane. 
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Figure 27.- Time history of a stick-fixed inadvertent lateral 
oscillation . Gliding flight; relative density factor, ~ of 
about 100. XS-l airplane with 10-percent-thick wing. 
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Figure 2e.- Time history of an inadvertent lateral oscillation in a 
power -off turn, rough air. Relative density factor ~ of about 45. 
XS-l airplane with 'lO-percent-thick wing. 
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Figure 29.- Time history of abrupt rudder release with power on. 
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Figure 30.- Time histories of abrupt rudder kicks with 
essentially constant relative densi t y factors and an 
average Mach number of about 0.740. Various amounts 
of fuel aboard. XS-l 8-percent-thick-wing airplane. 
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Figure 30.- Continued. 
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Figure 30.- Continued. 
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Figure 31.- Time h istory of a s teady s tall. XS-l air}llane with 
lO-percent-thick wing . Glidin g fli ght; f l aps and gear up . Center 
of gravity, 25 percent M.A.C . ~ = 56 .3 lb / Sq, ft. Stabilizer 
S 
position, 0 .25° · 
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Figure 32. - Time history of a steady stall. XS-l airplane with 
lO-percent-thick 'Wing. Gliding flight; flaps and gear up; 
li= 32.5 Ib/s<lft. Stabilizer settings, 1.0°. 
S 
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Figure 33.- Time history of a steady stall, XS -l airplane with 
8 -percent-thick wing. Gliding flight; flaps and gear up. 
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Figure 34.- Time history of a steady stall, XS-l airplane with 
10-perc~nt-thick wing. Gliding flight, flaps and gear down. 
Center of gravity, 25 percent M.A.C. ~ = 32·5 lb/SCl ft. 
S 
Stabilizer setting, 1.0°. 
~--~-- J 
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Figure 35.- Time history of a steady stail, XS-l airplane 'With 
8-percent-thick wing. Gliding flight, flaps and gear down. 
Center of gravity, 25·0 percent M.A.C. li = 53. 8 lb/sq ft. 
S 
Stabilizer position, 2.35°· 
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Figure 36.- Time history of a stalled turn. XS-l airplane with 
lO-percent-thick wing. Center of gravity, 25 percent M.A.C. 
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( a) XS-l ai rplane with lO-percent-
thick wing . Center of 
gravity, 25 .3 percent M.A.C. 
W _ S ~ ) 1 ·9 lb/s~ ft . 
(b) XS-l airplane with 8 -percent -
thick wing. Center of 
gravity, 25 percent M.A.C. 
W S = 53 ·8 lb/8~ ft . 
Figure 37.- Time histories of power-off abrupt pull-ups. 
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Figure 38.- Time history of an abrupt pull-up followed by a snap roll. 
XS-l airplane with 8-percent-thick wing. Center of gravity, 
25.0 percent M.A.C. li = 53.8 lb/sq ft. Stabilizer pOSition, 20. 
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